
DELAFIELD = re-examineii

the Paper=Dol1ie War

Anyone who KNOWS all this after YEARS +

T remb ling in his Tent.

2-365.
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Daniel 8:11.
Daniel 8:13.

the FAT+ 
and in a

If '
FROOM=WILSON all

Shows what they think of it when 
they cast it to the Ground=to D|RTI 
To please the Mighty Goliaths who 
were standing there=SNEERING at 
them! They had no DAVID there to 
take care of the BOASTER=they only 
had KING SAUL FIGUHR.

)id they have to liken it to ,!D[RT?,g
————

"QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES"

'LOUD CRY!"=as they attempted in the dis-
, [YEARS in the WHITE ESTATE = and has not 
d

in LII<- I a i — uvj lilt »«a i <_« , 

then_trv_to_paste_them_together_aj2_a_i in .

OF COURSE 
if it makes, no Difference = then it makes 
no Difference. But perhaps you should 
READ some of the TESTIMONIES bearing on 
£bis_Subject_= and_then Ta]k.

tfi1 I see the SLY attempt to go by the: 
'BIBLE ALONE!"=as an excuse to Faze out 
the SOP. Because the other Churches have; 
rore LIGHT and more "HOLY SPIRIT" than 
ve have! T00=FANTASTIC=T0=BELI EVE? Just 
read it Inch by Inch and MARK as you go.
Book is not read=if it is not Marked.

THE FACTS:
What PARR=DELAFI ELD=and others sturiF 
ble over=they IMAGINE that God is 
0NLY(and His Throne is ONLY)=inthe 
Most Holy Place. So to appear in 
the "PRESENCE" of God means to ap
pear in the Most Holy Place.

We first turn to EW 55. And a part 
MISSING is found in 1846 Broadside 
If Christ wanted to appear before 
the Throne in A.D.3l=why would He 
9o_to_the_VACATEp_JM0ST_H0LY_PLACE

told you about it all these YEARS = you 
can come to us how "HONEST!"=he is = we

"DUNCAN EVA"="AUSTRAL- 
ARTICLE." Publication 

in which we cov Vhen wi11 one of the Top Leaders = BLOW 
the LID off the whole thing! If DELA
FIELD has the NERVE'to write that ABOMI
NATION = we have the NERVE to "MEET IT!'

1

■

THE=FATHER=WAS=NO>^ ? '
were the ANGELS! They were AU 
the FIRST APARTMENT! In A.D

#546. kpM 10,1982. Hoehn 
IhbMMj, Box 1270, Ghand FoftkA, BC 
Canada. VOH 1H0_____ ____________
To the Leaders of the Church=one 
thing is Paramount = "UN ITY!"=at any 
Cost. OUT-ARGUE ANYTHING or ANYBODY!

DELAFIELD uses all the Skill he can 
Muster=to put this Idea across. 
R&H. Apri l 8,1982. p. 1 I . GOING A- 
LONG ('JITH FORD! But we do not in
tend to let them get away with ANY 
OF_THEI R_LI.ES] __
"MANY MORE TRACTS to EXPOSE~the"in
creasing ERRORS of this Time... 
These SELF-SENT Messengers are a

what Ts behFnd~thTs?
you read the Joint Book by =

- . I over again = you

In case you do not have the 1884=we may 
give you the pages where you MIGHT find 
it in your Book. Should you see us give 
1884 GC 263(418,420,480.) or = 
1884 GC 266(420,421,422.) is this fellow 
CRAZY? No, this fellow is NOT CRAZY! 
This is the Best we can do, to Track dov\n 
now the CRAZY "URIAH, SMITH"=and his GANG 
'OF FIVE"= CHANGED THE BOOKS! Cut them | 
up like they do

EGW 
"NO=LANGUAGE=CAN=DESCRIBE=THE=BEAU- 
TY=AND=LOVELINESS!" SG 3+4(Center) 
9. "The most magnificent structure 
ever Jfeared_by_human_hands C'GC 414.

'~WHY~DiD~THEY~LiKEN~Tf=f^TRT?~~ 
"(DO)we conceive of a Heavenly San
ctuary made of BRICK and MORTAR?.. 
WE=DO=NOT!" QD 365.

PROOF?
"In February, 1845...1 s 
ER rise from the Throne ■
FLAMING CHARIOT go in'.'J the HOLY O1 
HOLIES, within the ' al, and dxd 
Sit. There I saw TYRONES that I had 
never seen before." 1846 Broadside 
Panel 5. Compare EW 55.------------ -----4-

D.A.DELAFIELD has to come out of Re
tirements© add his Two-Bits worth 
to finish off = ELLEN WHITE, To give 
the BALLENGER BUNCH a Bone to chew 
on. To Aid and Abett the Gang at 
DALLAS, TEXAS who wanted to have: 
"The PLACE of His SANCTUARY was CAST 
DOWN!"~Daniel 8:11. "TRODDEN UNDER 
FOOT!

THIS ALL STARTED
th FR00M=ANDERS0N=UNRUH when they wen : 

to BARNHOUSE=MARTIN 1955=to "DIAL0GUE"= 
never heard any "DIALOGUING" do any Good 
yet = did You? All they accomplished 
yas the Princes of PHILISTlA* ooenly 
SNEERING at them = "Are you really CRAZY 
enough to believe that ELLEN WHITE? and 
some "SANCTUARY" in Heaven? Are you rea 
1v_MENTAL enough to believe THAT?" 
And FR00M=ANDERS0N fell over backwards =: 
"(DO)=we conceive of a heavenly sanctu
ary made of BRICK and MORTAR, with all 
that we associate with such LITERALNESS 
in our everyday life, the answer is, WE- 
DO=NOT1" (And then turn around and say 
we "DO!" This is CONFUSION!) QD 365.

"MEET IT!"
(I)DELAFIELD1s approach is to go into 
the "DEDICATION" of the Heavenly Sanctu
ary. This was the Argument of ANDROSS- 
_EE. Neither LEE nor DELAFILED give any 
Credit to AHDROSS = for instigating that 
Argument merely to toss that Bone to BAL
LENGER. To give him something to Chew on 
to Stop_his Barki ng.
(2jWe are facing 2 Things. EGW cuts"aTT~ 
bridges when she says Christ went INTO 
the Most Holy Place in 1844 = "He entered 
'in • ’ * DA 757. We will try to give 
Jr!??_BfASONS_for_why it is only: "ONCE[" 
"THE HIGH-PRIEST entered the INNER~Apart- 
nent, or Most Holy Place, which=he—was= 
FORBIDDEN, on pain of DEATH, to enter at 
2ny Time!" 1884 GC 263.
4t a Time Tike this = we do NOT go by 
/our ORDINARY GC = that has THOUSANDS of 

*n i t = we go ONLY to the 2884^

“‘MOVEMENT OF DESTINY"=p.16,320. Is a
5tart.WHY=D0=THEY=D0=THIS? Because they 
nave to fulfill PROPHECY = and "EVENTS" 
in their "ORDER." And to PLUNGE into the

"And the CLACE of His Sanctuary was 
Q^TJ^WN!~.~.~. trodden UNDER FOOT!" 
:_S;21,2 3. TO=THE=GROUND! " 12.

There are 2 or 3 things to conside' 
here, all connected. Break the con- 
nection=and you are Lost.

Ve are not spending HOURS and HOURS and 
JOURS = spending HALF=A=LIFE=TI ME on 
this, and then shrug it all off=these 
men are: "HONEST!" = just as Honest as 
"The Devil!" Or a Harlot! T8:250.

grace of "MISSION=KEY '73"=and now again 
is NOT the "ORDER!" Neither is the 3-fob 
JNION with the other Churches. I say a- 
gain = READ LEF=MD 320,322 and others. 
Go over it INCH by INCH. And do not for 
nne Minute IMAGINE that they did notmeai 
it = "THE WAY IT SOUNDS!"=they meant eve- 
ry_B]t_of]tj_

"THE MYSTERY OF 
THE MISSING 
IAN RECORD" 
#493. Dec.13,1980. 
ered how they left the:"PLACE1-of 
His SANCTUARY out to please the 
FORDS, the BRINSMEADS, and other 
APOSTATES. And to Toss them a Bone 
DELAFIELD does the SAME as ANDROSS 
and DAVID LEE = to please the BAL- 
LENGERITES = Oh! Yes, He did go in
to the "MOST HOLY PLACE"=at His 
A.D.31 "ASCENSION!"-but He did that, 
only to "DEDICATE" the Place = and 
then came OUT again.

R_LI.ES
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pl us 
what

it will be IMPOSSIBLE for them to exer
cise the FAITH essential at this Time...

'The subject of the Sanctuary and the In - 
vestigative Judgment should be clearly

\oD.31 =844 = =

and WHO DOES NOT?
11 JUDGE J"

"ALL

"CAST
7R of Christ's work in behalf of men., 
is as ESSENTIAL... as was His death..We 
mist by FAITH enter WITHIN the Vail... 
THERE the LIGHT from the Cross is REFLEC
TED. .SATAN is continually seeking to de
ceive .. .render it IMPOSSIBLE for them to 
OVERCOME...SUBDUE the EVIL TENDENCIES... 
THE JUDGMENT...SOON...it will oass to 
the cases of the LIVING..."WATCH and 
cray, for ye know not when the Time is. 
1884 GC 313-315. GC 488-410.

THRONES
WTF 28 gives the DISPENSATIONS=GEN- 
ERATIONS = as the DEAD are JUDGED = 
the HORSES of REV.6:1-8 are the BOOIr 
MARKS of TIME = as the COURT IN HEA
VEN goes from RECORDS to RECORDS = 
of NAMES = from THRONE to THRONE = 

NONE OF THIS
could take olace until the BOOKS for 
that "GENERATION" were "SEALED" = 
as Christ takes the Book = SEALED 
with 7 SEALS = this PER I0D=0F=TI ME 
must have a "SHUT D00R"=as a SEAL i s 
affixed on that PERIOD =

(A)He went UP? (B)l844 He went into the 
1OLIEST! (C) He will come again! A=B=C.

-7-

WHO "DEDICATES"
What an INSULT to the

-5-

3 COMPLETED SENTENCES:
3 COMPLETED THOUGHTS:
3 COMPLETED TIMES:
’ ". .HE ASCENDED TO HEAVEN

"He has taken the BLOOD of the 
ATONEMENT into the HOLIEST.. " 
"Soon He will apnear the SECOND
TIME to..................... "

"SIT"

WTth"WTF"28“='check“out'EW‘457‘SM’L 
63- T9:97,267. 1884 GC 270-1. GC 43 
483. THE BOOKS WERE NOT CLOSED =the 
THRONES WERE MOT SET = THE FATHER 
WAS NOT THERE = "This DOOR was NOT 
OPENED until the MEDIATION of Jesus 
was FINISHED in the Holy Place..in

The Holy Spirit wants us to under
stand DAN J, EL and the BfV14^112=1 ~

This is RIGHT 0N=!’ W i th DAN IE L=! 
"I beheld till the THRONES were 
CAST DOWN, and the Ancient of Days 
did SIT." Daniel 7:9.

in _
"(As we saw in Panel 6 = as shown to 
EGW = 1834 GC 307-311.(479-487.)

"Only ONCE a Year could the High-Priest 
ENTER into the Most Holy "PLACE", after 
the most careful and solemn PREPARATIONunderstood by the people of God. All nee 1 

____________________ I- 3 Knowledge FOR THEMSELVES.. .Otherwise, 
"..which he was FORBIDDEN, on pain of 
DEATH, to ENTER at any OTHER TIME." 

________________  The SANCTUARY in Heaven is the very CENT- 
”AFTER His ascension, our Saviour BEGAN 
...his ministration in the HOLY PLACE, 
and...in 1844, as foretold by Daniel the 
Prophet, he ENTERED the MOST HOLY...in 
1844, Christ THEN entered the MOST HOLY 
PLACE." 1884 GC 265,266..(419-422.)_ 
(THE PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH=Rev.3:7,8.) 
"..in 1844, Christ CHANGED His ministra
tion from the HOLY to the MOST HOLY 
PLACE (Those who d&ny this are left irn) : 
..TOTAL DARKNESS, to continue their USE
LESS Sacrifices and Offerings..."Your 
house is left unto you=DESOLATE1" 1884 

"When Christ ENTERED the Most Holy Place 
.. . the=last=Message=of:=Mercy. .. the Most 
Holy Place BEGAN...m 1844." 1884 GC 
273. (433,454~.Y~

And this Yarn of ANDROSS=LEE=DELA- 
FIELD = of some "DEDICATION" in AD 
31== which is the HEART of his ar
gument = the THRONE and the TEMPLE 
which MOSES COPIED = was the one 
in the Days of MOSES = had it not 
been "DEDICATED?" = before the 
World began? Let us see ONE REFER
ENCE to support that SHEER CONJEC
TURE! Wishful thinking, set down 
as an ABSOLUTE! as a FACT! Was God 
sitting on a Throne that was NOT 
DEDICATED? Neither the THRONE in 
A.D.3l=nor the "THRONES" in 1844= 
could be, or would be = "DEDICATED 
by any "LAWYER!" Neither the COURT 
nor the JUDGE = waits for any LAW
YER for his "DEDICATION!" This is 
a FAIRY-TALE! Again I say: "ASK 
YOUR LAWYERS!"

"THRONES WERE CAST DOWN!"
No Adventist has ever tried to exolain: 
"I beheld," says the prophet Daniel, 
"till the THRONES were cast DOWN... 
"And, behold, one like the Son of man 
CAME...to the Ancient of days"...Thus 
was presented to the Prophet's vision 
the OPENING of the INVESTIGATIVE JUDG= 
MENT...in 1844...Those who are owned anc 
approved of God are NOT therefore rec
ognized and honored by the World...are 
often those that aie spoken with CON
TEMPT and MOCKERY by the UNGODLY.77the •—— — . ——
World will know them NOT,"because it 
knew Him NOT."="NO VALUE is attached to 
the mere PROFESSION of FAITH(No value to 
Faith "AWNE!_") ..NOTHING is counted as 

_GENUINE but that Love which is shown by 
..THE CHARACTER." '884. GC 307-11. 

GC 479-487.

N0W=!!! ~ = — ~

Is this not telling us = as PLAIN 
as it can be told:
(1) The "THRONES" were NOT 
D0WN"=unti1 1844.
(2) The FATHER does not "SIT1-until 
the COURT is READY! There is always 
a Hustle and a Bustle=to get READY 
for the JUDGE to come. HE=DOES=NOT= 
APPEAR=NOR=SIT until everything is 
Ship-Shape and READY! NO JUDGE AP
PEARS and Sits around while the 
COURT is getting in ORDER. It is a 
"IN ORDER" BEFORE HE APPEARS. He 
does not "SIT" until all prelimi
naries are ALL, and I do mean 
the Hustle and Bustle is well OVERJ 
Tell DELAFIELD to consult his 300

"LAWYERS"=before he writes on 
he knows = NOTHING! Christ cannot BREAK OPEN any SEALS 

i Rev.4 to 6 until that CHAPTER or 
DvOR or PERIOD or GENERATION = has 
been CLOSED=SEALED=the Door shut. 
Which OPENS another DOOR=PERI0D=GEN- 
ERATION = with changing GUIDE-LINES.

THEREFORE
DANIEL: "BEHELD till the THRONES 
were CAST DOWN! and the Ancient of 
Days did (THEN) SIT..." Dan.7:9-14.

1844 and not a Minute SOONER!

ANYONE who can so slay the~Ki ng 1s 
English = as to make out that ,FSpEWI 
0UT!"=means: "GOING THROUGH!", " ''

T6:408._MB_3Z-_I9:26._T5:§0,189^6821 
Can also FABRICATE any other~FRAUD~ ’ 
to CHALLENGE the very Throne of God 
in Heaven.

ONLY ONE THING LEFT TO PROVE.
This is what came uo at DALLAS, TEXAS = 
UH May 1,1980. n.20. R* 'HARD HAMMILL = 
\ Vice President of the Gneral Confe ince 
=same as DELAFIELD=LEE=ANDR0SS=yes r. 
•/hite DID SAY = Christ went first into 
the MHP at His A.D.3+ "ASCENSION." Basec 
on ST AnrH 19^1905. Book 4:382.}

WEBSTER
Without GREEK=LATIN=EXEGESIS=VODKA=HEROI \H- 
JENNIES=ESCHATOLOGY*or without benefit 
of MAFIA or JESUIT "ETHICS"=or lack of 
:hem = any Farm Boy could understand = 
'/EBSTER= "SENTENCE"="A group of lords so 
related as to covey a COMPLETED THOUGHT. 
Transporting us quickly through EONS of 
rime=ELLEN WHITE wrote of:


